2019 Hunting Season

With Gratitude We Celebrate 50 Years
Dear Friends
It is astounding that another year has flown by. It
feels like yesterday that we were touching down in
Atlanta to begin our tour of the USA in 2019. I tell my
friends that the best part of what we do for a living is
spending time in the bush with great people. If one
really gives business and life in general a lot of thought
it simply all comes down to people and experiences.
We are blessed to have such amazing people who
support us, who promote us and whom we get to
share amazing experiences with. Thank you to each
and every one of you!
This year we conducted safaris in 3 countries - South
Africa, Mozambique and Tanzania. It’s great to
experience new areas and destinations outside
of South Africa and because of our Africa-wide
connections and friends we are able to offer world
class destinations across the continent. South Africa is
our hub and we have so many wonderful destinations
on offer in addition to our well known, unique and
premier areas. 2019 was action packed. We hunted
3 Leopard, 1 Rhino, 2 Lions, a monster Crocodile, over
25 Cape Buffalo and numerous plains game species.
Each and every hunt we conducted was executed
ethically, responsibly and every safari contributed
meaningfully to conservation, wildlife and habitat
protection. Thank you to the folks who hunted the
epic Kalahari and who contributed to the reserve’s
Rhino protection efforts. Hunters fund conservation.
Without your valuable dollars we would not be able to
make a living and Africa’s wildlife, which we care so
deeply for, would be in great jeopardy. Thank you!
New and exciting areas to hunt in 2020 are definitely
the Mozambique area we now have marketing rights
to and the newly acquired 45 000 acre Zululand area
which offers some of the best Buffalo and plains game
hunting anywhere. 2020 is a landmark year for us as
we celebrate our 50th Birthday. We are extremely
proud of this achievement and we are looking
forward to the next half century and continuing to
provide exceptional safaris to our friends from around
the world. Thank you to the CVS team members who,
as always, have been world class!
Hans Vermaak

“It all began when I decided to turn
my favourite pastime and hobby into
a business when I guided my very first
international clients on a plains game
hunt in Zululand in 1968. At that time
there were only three PH’s operating in
South Africa. Of those three, I am the
only one still alive.
I grew up hunting from the tender age of about ten and must
have inherited my grandfather’s genes. He was a well-known
big game hunter in the 1920’s. Unfortunately I never knew him
because he died before I was born and sadly my Father died
at the age 41. I was 12 years old. Fortunately, a great hunter
and outdoorsman by the name of Rustin Waldeck who was
my grandfather’s best hunting buddy and an old family friend,
stepped into the breach and taught me most of what I know
about hunting. He was my mentor and hero.
I established the first CVS hunting camp in northern Zululand and
started exhibiting at SCI in 1970. The adventure began and what
a journey it as been!
I can look back with pride and gratitude at the 50 years of
accomplishments, reputation and achievements of what is
today the oldest safari company in South Africa. In my retirement
I have had time to reflect on many of the great adventures and
memories that over 1500 hunters from around the world have
enjoyed on safari with CVS. It is during these reflections that I
ask myself why I hunt, why I am a hunter? I certainly do not hunt
because I am on an ego trip or because I enjoy killing animals!
Personally I might go on several hunts and not fire a shot. But
I am prepared to pay for the privilege and the opportunity to
go hunting and to enjoy the challenges presented. I hunt for
the overall deep experience of enjoying the outdoors, the
wilderness, nature and the lessons she teaches and everything
that goes with that which is good for the mind and soul. The
spiritual impact of wild places has a special place in my being.
A campfire under a twinkling universe and the camaraderie
around it cleanses the heart and soul and provides inspiration
to higher ideals - especially in conservation. Hunting gives me
the opportunity to appreciate nature and God’s creations
very intimately. It is my right to hunt and all my children and
grandchildren are better people because they hunted with me.
With gratitude I shall leave my legacy to the next generation.”

of Friendships & Memories in 2020
50 Years of friendships &
memories beckon the future
with pride & passion!
We embrace proudly the
hunting traditions of our
forefathers where fairchase, ethical hunting & a
sincere respect & passion
for wildlife & wild places is
simply part of who we are.
This way, we ensure the
legacy continues!
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CVS Team News

Hans is presented with the BASIE MAARTENS
Professional Hunter of the Year Award by Craig
Maartens at the annual CPHC AGM in November
2019. This award recognizes a Professional Hunter
or Outfitter acting as a PH in the trophy hunting
profession for his exemplary ethics, trophy
quality, personal conduct and dedication to
his profession, over-all hunting skills, any act of
bravery and comradeship exhibited to clients and
fellow Professional Hunters and Outfitters.
PH Clive and Tracker Jack did a parachute
“jump for Rhino” to raise funds for Anti-Poaching
Initiatives! Thanks to Roger for sponsoring Jack.

Hans’ first Bushbuck - a dream animal that has
been on his wish-list since childhood!
Clive’s classic old “Dagga-Boy” - a wonderful gift
from his good friend!

Our trackers are highly skilled and dedicated gentlemen.

Our PH’s Clive, Darren, Patches & Darren are not
only extremely knowledgeable, they are passionate
about what they do and spending time with them
in the field is informative, fun & rewarding! Thank
you guys for another great season!

Scruff’s son Caleb with tracker Robbie and a
great Impala. Caleb’s reward for good grades!

Fly-Camping
in the
Kalahari

Coenraad Vermaak Safaris is dedicated to exceed your expectations through exceptional personal service and the wise sustainable use of
wildlife through ethical and responsible hunting for the benefit of wildlife, wild places and people (conservation).
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